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of which is received within an indentation or

Beit known that I, JAMES TRIPP, a citizen hole formed in the tension-spring. The bridge
of the United States, residing in the city, piece is also provided with an elongated slot 55
county, and State of New York, have invented adapted to allow of the free action of the
certain new and useful Improvements in Sew threading-finger of the tension-spring, as here
ing-Ylachine Shuttles, of which the following inafter more fully explained.
is a Specification.
The accompanying drawings form a part of
My invention relates to improvements in this specification, and illustrate what I con- 6o
the construction of the main body or shell of | sider the best means of carrying out my in
O the shuttle, whereby the weight of the same Vention.
is considerably lessened, while at the same Figure 1 is a plan. Fig. 2 is a front view,
time it is more evenly balanced in the carrier. Fig. 3 a rear view, Fig. 4 a side view, and Fig.
My improved construction also greatly lessens 5 a sectional view of Fig. 4, showing the parts 65
the liability of the shuttle to roll in the car of my improved shuttle in position for use.
rier, thereby avoiding the rattle or noise fre Fig. 6 is a plan view of my improved shuttle
quently experienced with shuttles of the or with the bobbin removed and the retaining
parts in an open position. Fig. 7 is a plan
dinary construction.
w
In carrying out my invention I cut away view, Fig. 8 an under side view, and Figs. 9
a greater portion of the upper part, and also and 10 internal and external end views, of the
a part of the side of the shuttle body or shell, combined tension - spring and bridge-piece.
by which means the upper part is rendered Fig. 11 is a plan view, Fig. 12 an under side
considerably lighter than the lower part, and view, Fig. 13 a section, and Fig. 14 an end
as a Consequence the shuttle is balanced, so as view, of the tension-spring separately. Fig.
to lessen its tendency to roll in the shuttle 15 is a plan view, Fig. 16 an under side view, 75
Care.
Fig. 17 a section, and Figs. 1S and 19 internal
Myinvention includes a spring bridge-piece and external views, of the bridge-piece de
adapted to span over the cut-away portion of tached from the tension-spring.
the upper part of the shuttle. This spring In each of the views similar letters of ref
bridge-piece is riveted or otherwise connected erence are employed to indicate like parts in
to a pivoted tension-spring, which is provided all the figures.
with a suitable threading-slot. The bridge A represents the main body or shell of the
piece at its rear end is bent over and pro shuttle, in which the upper part, as shown by
vided with an enlarged vertical extension, the drawings, is cut away from (, to a, and 85
which forms the heel-plate, for the retention also on each side, by which means the upper
3. 5 of the bobbin within the body or shell. The part is greatly lightened and the tendency of
tension - spring is also extended and carried the shuttle to roll in the carrier is obviated.
Brepresents a spring bridge-piece adapted
down over the exterior of the extension of
the bridge-piece, and secured thereto by sol to span over the cut-away portion of the body go
dering, riveting, or other suitable means, or shell A. The Spring bridge-piece B in the
40 thereby forming a bearing for the end of the drawings, is shown riveted to the tension
axis of the bobbin, and at the same time giv spring C at c. It may be, however, otherwise
ing greater rigidity and strength to the heel suitably connected.
piece. A projection is formed on the lower C is a threading-slot formed in the tension
part of the heel-piece, which, when the bob spring C. The bridge-piece B, at its rear end
4 5 bin is in place in the shell and the parts are B', is bent over and provided with an enlarged
in position to hold it there, rests in a corre vertical extension, B, which forms the heel
Spondingly-formed notch in the end of the plate for the retention of the bobbin D within
body or shell. The bridge-piece on the face the body or shell A. The tension-spring C is OC
side of the shuttle is curved, so as to facilitate also extended and carried down. Over the ex
50 the drawing off of the thread from the bob terior of the extension of the bridge-piece B,
bin. The bridge-piece is also provided with and secured thereto by Soldering, riveting, or
a W-shaped threading-finger, the point or apex other suitable means, thereby forming a bear
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ing, c', for the end of the axis of the bobbin piece, without the necessity of reducing the
D, and at the same time giving greater rigid metal by grinding or milling.

ity and strength to the heel-piece B". A pro
jection, b, is formed on the lower part of the
5 heel-piece B, which, when the bobbin D is in
place in the shell A and the parts are in
position to hold it there, as shown by Figs.
1 to 5, inclusive, rests in a correspondingly
formed notch, a, in the end of the body or
IO shell A. The bridge-piece B, on the face side
of the shuttle, is curved, as shown at C, so as
to facilitate the drawing off of the thread from
the bobbin D. The bridge-piece B is also
formed with a W-shaped threading point or
finger, l', the point or apext of which is re
ceived within an indentation or hole, c', formed
in the tension-spring C. The bridge-piece B
is also provided with an elongated slot, t,
adapted to allow of the free action of the thread
ing-finger c' and of its passage beneath the
surface of the bridge-piece, so as to insure the
free passage of the thread. By lunaking the
bridge-piece extending over the cut-away por
tion of the shuttle-shell of thin spring metalit
25 will be of sufficient lightness so that it will
not compensate for the weight of the heavy
metal cut away from the shuttle shell or body,
while it will be sufficiently strong and rigid
to withstand damage from ordinary usage and
to l'etain its operative position. Thus the re
cess caused by cutting away the upper portion
of the shuttle-shell will be properly spanned,
so that the shuttle may readily pass through
the thread loops when in operation, while
35 the weight of the upper portion of the shuttle
will still be considerably less than that of its
lower portion. As the bridge-piece is prefer
ably provided with a delicate Spring threading
finger, adapting it to a “self-threading shut
tle, the light Spiring metal of which said bridge
piece is formed will admit of the formation
of such a finger by simply slotting the bridge
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I claim as my invention
1. The combination, with a cylindrical sew
ing-machine shuttle-shell having its upper
portion and the upper parts of its sides cut
away, as described, of a tension-spring and an
attached spring bridge-piece, the latter hav
ing its ends resting against the shuttle-shell
adjacent to the cut-away portion thereof,
whereby the upper part of the shuttle will
be lightened relative to the lower part, and
the recess will be properly spanned to enable 55
the loops of the needle-thread to pass over the
same, substantially as set forth.
2. The combination, with a cylindrical sew
ing-machine shuttle-shell having its upper
portion and the upper parts of its sides cut
away, as described, of a tension-spring and an
attached spring bridge-piece, the latter having
its ends resting against the shuttle-shell adja
cent to the cut-away portion thereof, and be
ing provided with an extension or heel-piece
for retaining the bobbin in the shuttle-shell,
substantially as set forth.
3. The combination, with a cylindrical sew
ing-machine shuttle-shell having its upper
portion and the upper parts of its sides cult
away, as described, of a tension-spring and an
attached spring bridge-piece, the latter having
its ends resting against the shuttle-shell adja
cent to the cut-away portion thereof, and the
said tension-spring and bridge-piece being 5
both provided with threading points or fin
gers, substantially as set forth.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand this 12th day of July, 1883.
JAMIES TRIPP.
Witnesses:

W. COLBORNE BROOKES,

GABREL J. W. GALSTER,

